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Accessible Design: 
How to Prepare for the 
End of the World



Can accessible design prepare 
us for the next economic 
disruption?



Zombies



• Senior Design Technologist at the Royal Bank of Canada (RBC)

• Studies Linguistics at University of Toronto

• Teaches Front-End Design and Development at George Brown College

• Held positions in Quality Assurance, Engineering, and Design

• Involved with accessibility since 2013

• Created RBC’s first and only Digital Accessibility and Inclusive Design Guild

• Fun fact: Has never had coffee nor tea

About Daniel Dafoe (He/him)



Setting the Stage



The Great Online Onboarding

• A global pandemic rushed the world to become digital

• Companies prioritized how to meet customers’ new needs

• Suddenly you could:

• get groceries without visiting a store

• pursue higher education without attending a campus

• take in beautiful and elegant art without getting dressed



So, what happened?

• Companies looked at the state of the world

• Considered how people would be affected by social distancing 

and other restrictions

• Determined how they could adapt to serve their customers

• Recognized which products could bring in good revenue when 

introduced digitally



The Forgotten Customers

• Companies wanted to better serve customers, but they were 

missing a group of their customers

• Some of these restrictions introduced by the pandemic were not 

unfamiliar to people with certain disabilities

• Accessible Design could have helped think of all customers from 

earlier on in the process



Accessible 
Design



What is Accessible Design?

• Intentionally ensuring that products and experiences can be used 

by people with disabilities

• This includes talking to people with disabilities to understand 

their needs and ways of interacting with the world

• Ideally, this involves co-designing and co-creating with people 

with disabilities



Reactive vs Proactive

• Companies were reacting to the changing world during the pandemic

• This caused them to rush to get their digital experiences to market

• Instead, they could’ve tapped into a market of 15% of the planet 

(WHO) who where were quite familiar with the sorts of limitations 

others have faced over the past 2.5 years



Case 
Studies



Case Study: OXO Good Grips

• The CEO’s wife had trouble using a peeler due to arthritis

• With focus on this problem, he redesigned handles to be fatter 

and grippy

• Kept the utensils themselves the same



OXO Good Grips
• Fat, stubby handle for easier 

holding

• Surprise! People without arthritis 

loved them too

• Became a unique selling point of 

OXO products



Case Study: Mobile Account Open

• Client acquisition is important to banks (and in general)

• They know Millennials and Gen Z are tech-savvy

• 83% of people worldwide own a smartphone (Statista)

• Allowing clients to digitally open an account was the decision

• It is also the right decision from an accessibility perspective



Case Study: Mobile Account Open

• We could’ve arrived at this solution sooner

• What about people who are non-verbal? Or people with certain 

physical disabilities? Or people with certain cognitive disabilities?

• How can we support people with these disabilities? Go self-serve

• Caveat: The self-serve experiences needs to be accessible as well



Accessible Design’s Impact

Outcomes without Accessible Design

• Always playing catch-up

• Costly rework to retrofit 

experiences

• Ignoring groups of potential 

customers

Outcomes with Accessible Design

• Leaders in innovation

• Faster to market

• Products and experiences 

everyone can use

• Tapping into a market worth 

trillions of dollars



Zombie 
Apocalypse



The World with Zombies

• Zombies are slow-to-medium speed, yet relentless

• We’ll need to scavenge for food and resources to survive

• Going out during the day is best; night is likely fatal

• Keeping quiet is key

• We’d want safehouses to shelter us in case we’re trapped outside our 

main living area

• Safehouses would also support exploring for survivors/resources



Accessibility Considerations

• Ramps between safehouses for easier access

• To ensure we’re quiet, we could rely on sign language to 

communicate

• Draw less attention with phone dark modes when scavenging at 

night



Summary



Accessible Design Benefits

• Accelerates innovation

• Ensures true universal access

• Helps companies prepare for unforeseen situations



Pandemic-Ready Products™



• Twitter: https://twitter.com/danieldafoe

• LinkedIn: https://linkedin.com/in/danieldafoe

• GitHub: https://github.com/danieldafoe

• Personal Website: https://danieldafoe.com

Where to find me



Thank you!


